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 A Diary of the EU Sustainable Energy Week 
 
 
 
This year’s EU Sustainable Energy Week (11th-15th April 2011), organized by the Directorate General for 
Energy of the European Commission, was focused on energy efficiency. This is in recognition that although 
energy efficiency (or rather, energy savings) 
is the area where we can make the biggest 
contribution to reducing our climate 
emissions and energy dependency, it is also 
the area where we’re making the least 
progress.  
 
With over 150 events in Brussels, QCEA could 
not, alas, be present at all of them. The 
following is a diary of the events QCEA did 
attend.  
 
Monday 11th  
 

“Mainstreaming energy efficiency: 
practical routes to saving energy” 
  
Summary: An event put on by Scotland 
Europa, it began by outlining the energy 
efficiency paradox: it is the ultimate win-
win, yet implementation is dismal.  
 
The progress made by renewables in the last 
few years would not have been made without 
the binding EU target – and the target for 
energy savings is not binding. There were 
two reasons, said a Scottish government 
representative, that the energy efficiency 
target was not created as a binding target, 
1) renewables seemed more important at the 
time, and 2) energy efficiency is actually 
very complicated to implement. To make it 
happen, you need the right political and 
economic conditions to shift energy 
efficiency from being seen as a cost to being 
understood as a fundamental tenet of EU 
competitiveness.  
 
Scottish Climate Change Act 2009 – CO2 reductions of 42% (from 1990) level by 2020, with annual targets of 3% 
reductions each year. Why 42%? That is the level that the UK would have had under the EU burden sharing 
strategy if the EU had pledged 30% instead of 20% reductions (which it didn’t).  
 
A sociologist from Edinburgh University talked about the social factors of how we think about and use energy. 
Notably, the energy efficiency agenda suffers from not being glamourous enough.  
 
There is a conception in other European countries that the UK attitude to heat is that its better to waste it 
than to use it. Why? Because in the UK the same amount of energy is wasted in industrial processes as is 
used in domestic and other heating. Wasting energy is structured into the way energy is used in the UK, and 
in other EU countries. This has lead to the pioneering idea of heat networks – recovering waste heat from 
thermal generation. The relevant scale is the community or city scale; this is where the potential lies for big 
social and technological change. It is crucial to recognize the importance of complexity, diversity, different 
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interests, uncertain consumer behaviour, and the bounded (not economic) rationality of fallible human beings. 
Differing socio-political-economic contexts must also be considered – the institutional structures within which 
societies operate. This should be construed as including the ‘individualized consumer’ as an institutional 
structure.  
 
A UK government representative from the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) talked about the 
upcoming UK Green Deal – a finance mechanism whereby energy efficiency improvements to homes will be 
paid for out of the energy savings – subject to the Golden Rule that the financial charge is no greater than the 
savings achieved. This is to protect future inhabitants – because the repayments stay with the property. The 
problem is in calculating the expected energy savings, as they are based on an energy audit of the way the 
existing occupants use their home and energy in it. If the occupants change, their energy patterns may change 
too, meaning the savings could totally disappear or increase wildly. As the initial investment is put up by a 
registered Green Deal supplier – a private company – this is a system where the cost of securing the up-front 
investment costs comes at the price of the private-sector having a lot to gain. All these “details” are to be 
sorted in the secondary legislation designed to pad out the plan before implementation in October 2012.  
 
A panel debate had MEP Fiona Hall reminding us of the European Parliament’s disappointment with no binding 
energy efficiency target, and the Energy Efficiency Plan (nee. Energy Efficiency Action Plan – the word action 
was, sadly but rather aptly, removed) of March 2011 agreeing to reassess the nature of the target in 2013. This 
is like saying “go away and fail for another couple of years and then we’ll think about it” – widening the gap 
between where we are and where we want to be. It was also argued that delaying binding targets is bad for 

Europe in the international arena, losing competitiveness in the low-
carbon economy, as China and India grow in the energy efficiency 
arena as well as in renewables. Businesses are recognizing the need for 
more ambition in Europe, with 30 EU companies calling for 30% GHG 
emission reductions by 2020 instead of 20%.  
 
A representative from the European Investment Bank reminded us that 
studies showing oodles of potential for energy efficiency have to be 
translated into large-scale bankable investments. In a time of fiscal 
constraint, with public purse strings pulled tight, it is necessary to 
leverage money from the private sector, which is less willing to give 
credit for risky, untried, untested endeavors.  
 
A spokesperson from Scottish and Southern Energy (the second largest 
generator and supplier of gas and electricity in the UK, and the biggest 
supplier of renewable energy) expanded on the role of utilities in 
energy efficiency, noting that historically, in the UK, they have been 
driven by legislation obliging them to make energy savings. He 
mentioned a scheme in Scotland “Better plan” that rewards customers 
for achieving a 10% reduction in their demand over 1 year. If legally 
obliged to make savings, this is presumable a cheaper option for utility 
companies - to incentivize customers to reduce demand - than 
installing expensive energy efficiency related products. A challenge 
was raised on the absurdity of charging less (per unit) the more energy 
customers buy (i.e. a perverse incentive for energy savings). If utilities 
really supported energy savings they would reverse the tariff structure 
so that the more energy you use, the more expensive it becomes. The 
response argued that it is impossible to do that in a competitive 
market because users would switch – you’d need price regulations 
which are ‘unlikely and undesirable’. Furthermore, a super-high profit 
from super-high energy users would give utilities an incentive to sell 

larger quantities as they’d get more profit, which could offset any energy savings.  
 
A Climate Group representative talked about trying to create a “race to the top” between regions, and sexing 
up energy efficiency, with gimmicks like the energy refurbishment of the Empire State building. He also noted 
that the Energy Efficiency Plan should be called an energy savings plan (with binding energy savings targets), 
not an efficiency plan, because the former doesn’t necessarily mean the latter. It is not just a matter of 
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efficiency, but also of behaviour. He also pointed out that in the conversation about tariffs, it is a (politically 
unpopular and socially sensitive) fact that we don’t pay enough for the energy we use – it doesn’t reflect the 
real environmental costs – to really ensure energy conservation, energy should cost a lot more.  
 
What stuck in my mind: MEP Fiona Hall referred to the merits of an “old-fashioned” belief in legislation. 
People are busy trying to get along with their lives, and cannot face making momentous decisions every time 
they enter a shop, but if there are only A++ (the highest energy efficiency rating) products on the shelves, then 
they will buy energy efficient products. That is why we must legislate. 
 
 

Tuesday 12th  
 

“Encouraging emission reduction through voluntary Climate Agreements” 
 
Summary: Part of an EU funded programme called POWER – helping regions to deliver ‘low carbon economies’ 
and contribute toward EU energy targets, this workshop looked at the Strategy for Energy Efficiency through 
Climate Agreements (SEECA). Trail blazed in Uppsala, Sweden, (to be followed by Tallinn city, Estonia and 
Niepolomice municipality, Poland) the climate agreement gets companies to sign up to voluntary agreements 
to reduce their energy usage (electricity and heating) by 10% by 2012, and another 10% by 2016%, with the 
obligation to monitor and report yearly on their progress.  
 
The message they sell to businesses is that by signing up, they will: 

• save money on unnecessary energy. Businesses want to reduce costs! For a company with a profit 
margin of 5-8%, saving €1000 through energy efficiency is equivalent to a €20,000 increase in sales (at 
5% profit margin) <saving on expenditure is always profitable 

• strengthen their brand (they can use the climate agreement logo in their marketing and get press 
coverage), showing clients they work with climate issues 

• save energy and take control over their processes and energy use 

• reduce their environmental impact 
 
The companies are provided advice and 
information materials throughout, 
shown at the beginning just how easy it 
is to start making savings, and given 
tailored help if their measurements 
show they’re struggling to meet the 
target. If they don’t meet the targets, 
they cannot use the logo (not the 
strongest sanctioning mechanism ever 
dreamt up). How they meet the targets 
is up to them. This is designed to 
reflect flexibility, and that different 
laws and economic opportunities in 
different countries/regions will require 
different means to reach the same 
objective. 
 
What stuck in my mind: Providing a 
structured way for specific target 
groups to reduce unnecessary emissions 
and energy use, aims to put into 
practice the idea that “Vision without 
action is a daydream. Action without 
vision is a nightmare” 
 
 
 
 

A representative from Uppsala, Sweden, talks about their preparations for Voluntary 

Climate Agreements with local businesses. 
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“Inspiring behavioural change to create a lower carbon economy” 
 
Summary: The Vice Mayor of Niepolomice, Poland, talked about the methods they’re using to impel people to 
live sustainably i.e. to change their behaviour: 
 

• Calculate! Show them that if they are sustainable, they’ll help their budget.  

• Educate! Children can transfer knowledge and good practice to parents.  

• Eco-Tourism! Sustainable buildings turned into tourist attractions.  

• Sports! Healthy people don’t need as warm interiors i.e. less heating.  
 
An academic from the 
University of Krakow talked 
bout their Energy Strategy 
paper, and the crucial role 
of good background 
information – analyzing the 
region, area and land use, 
climate conditions, solar 
irradiation, winds, water 
bodies, the historical 
context and administrative 
structure, the demography, 
migration, housing stock, 
energy supply structure, 
economic development and 
employment. In other 
words, a detailed 
understanding of the 
context in which you are 

working is integral to successful strategies relating to future supply and demand options for energy.  
 
A representative from Uppsala gave a similar breakdown, reflecting a very different social/historical/climatic 
context, emphasizing the importance of community planning and factoring in what the impact of climate 
change is likely to be in a particular area. His closing words left the audience to reflect on the proverb that 
where there is a will, there is a way.  
 
The last section described an initiative in Niepolomice – the Eco-Calendar – which was distributed to all 
inhabitants. Described as a strategy manual in the form of a calendar, it included tips on how to be energy 
efficient, reduce CO2, use renewables etc. It aimed to transfer the energy/climate strategy of the region to 
inhabitants – telling them ‘you too can be eco!’ But what can a calendar actually do? Well, it is directed at all 
age groups and knowledge levels, its on display all year, placed on the wall, where people see it every day and 
are reminded of season specific energy tips, practical advice, as well as information on the forms of financing 
available to them (in that region and country) – programs and funds – for energy efficiency and renewables.  
 
The tips incorporate 4 rationales: 

1. economic – money savings  
2. environmental -  CO2 reductions  
3. being simple – connected with everyday life  
4. current trends – lifestyle.  
 

The calendar has a table at the end where you can measure your family compared to a standard family and an 
energy efficient family. Research after distribution showed that a high majority of recipients had acquainted 
themselves with its content, found the information useful and that it had increased their environmental 
awareness, with 68% having started using the tips in the Eco-Calendar. They concluded that the eco-calendar 
as a strategy-manual was good practice, easily transferable to other regions, directly useful, positively 
received and multifunctional. 
 

Representatives from Niepolomice, Poland, and Uppsala, Sweden evaluate their tactics to get 

energy saving and sustainable living tips to their inhabitants. 
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What stuck in my mind: The message of the eco-calendar is that each of us has a great potential to improve 
energy efficiency and make savings in our daily lives. 
 

 
Wednesday 13th  
 

“Energy Efficient Buildings PPP: long term roadmap, synergies and potential in addressing 
societal challenges” 

 
Summary: According to the 
European Commission, the 
energy efficient buildings 
(EeB) public private 
partnership (PPP) in 
research aims at promoting 
green technologies and the 
development of energy 
efficient systems and 
materials in new and 
renovated buildings, with a 
view to radically reducing 
their energy consumption 
and CO2 emissions. In other 
words, EeB research PPP is 
a tool to speed up research 
and innovation, by 
combining public and 
private funding. There are 160 million inefficient buildings in Europe – industry must be included in the process 
of R&D as they will carry out most of the refurbishment and regeneration.  
 
Non-technological barriers, such as standards and business models, must be taken into account. There is a need 
for systematic, multi-disciplinary approaches. These must include the user dimension, which is often not 
sufficiently taken into account.  
 
PPP advantages reputedly include the rapid implementation (responses to calls for proposals for 
research/demonstration projects), the inclusion small and medium enterprises (SMEs) more and with 
replicability as a key factor.  
 
It was recognised that there are not yet enough projects coming forward because of stringent bureaucratic 
requirements and demanding co-financing requirements.  
 
Examples presented included the integration of renewables (solar fraction) in high rise buildings, advanced 
building materials, multi-energy storage systems integration including nano-technology, ICT for EeB, hydrogen 
fuel storage cells for small scale renewables, E-Hubs for district level heat and electricity networks that match 
supply with demand.  
 
The roundtable discussion covered the idea that advances in energy storage may mean that the real time 
provision of energy – one of the key concepts behind the “smart grid” – is not necessary. A “certainty” was 
expressed that solutions will come forth in the near future from cutting edge technology like C02 absorbent 
concrete, temperature stabilizing glass, and bionics. It was reported that the client criteria for buildings is 
changing, it is no longer just about price/quality etc per m2, clients increasingly want energy performance too. 
This is an evolution of what the activity of construction companies entails. There was discussion of balancing 
comfort, with energy efficiency, affordability and available materials, the incorporation of renewable heat and 
cooling (RHC) rather than just thinking about electricity, the significant role of SMART cities in the SET plan – 
the only place where RHC is covered, and how to incorporate flexibilities into the grid – which are required by 
the integration of renewables.  
 

Inside the Commission’s Charlemagne building, DG Research summarises the framework of public 

private partnerships (PPPs) for research into Energy Efficient Buildings 
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What stuck in my mind: The roundtable ended on the note that although unpopular, using less energy – 
saving energy - is key. It was cautioned that the use of ICT systems in construction, intelligent energy systems 
etc. also has an energy and resource cost – we must be careful the balance sheet goes the right way and does 
not end up offsetting energy savings. 

 
 
“Energy Efficiency: How to convince property owners to renovate?” 

 
Summary: This event was put on by the International Union of Property Owners (UIPI), illustrated to be a 
powerful lobby group by being one of the handful of events graced by the presence of the Commissioner for 
Energy, Günther Oettinger.  
 
UIPI’s mission is to promote the interests of property owners – ranging from home owners, commercially owned 
buildings, to landlords of anything from 1 room to 100 flats. They represent 5 million property owners, and 20 
million dwellings, and aim to ensure that these property owners have the information, technology and financial 
assistance to help meet the EU’s ambitious targets. They began by pointing out that whatever EU or national 
incentives there are for energy efficiency improvements and renovation, it is ultimately up to the owners to 
act. With respect to landlords, there is a ‘deep, systematic controversy’ – asking landlords to pay so that their 
tenants will have lower energy bills – the ‘split incentive’.   

 
Oettinger’s message hammered home his position 
that bans are not a good approach - ‘we live in a 
liberal society, a free market, and we must 
therefore use market based mechanisms, like 
energy labeling’, along with incentives, 
awareness-raising and information. He expounded 
the benefits of smart meters, remarking that 
‘consumers are not up to much’ – they don’t 
know very much about their use and cost of 
energy – electricity and heating -compared to say 
their use and cost of petrol, in cars. To meet 
Europe’s targets, we need intelligent consumers, 
which requires being able to see where and how 
energy is being used in a house. He talked of the 
pioneering role to be taken by public buildings 
(12% Europe’s buildings) – example setting, 
driving the market forwards, creating experts and 
know-how. There is a need to use the structural, 
regional and cohesion funds, to make use of co-
financing, with local authorities, as well as public 
banks taking a role with providing upfront 
investment capital and then being paid back by 
energy savings. Oettinger expressed his belief 
that we can achieve the 20% energy savings in 
the next 9 years, helping Europe become ‘slightly 
less dependent on oil from Libya, on Nuclear, on 
fossil fuels’. 
 
UIPI responded by asserting their opposition to 
the 20% energy savings target becoming binding. 
The complexity of the problem - with owners 

investing in renovation so that tenants pay less for energy, and at the same time being unable to put up rent 
because of either markets of legislation - means they must take it slow, they must be provided with technical 
assistance and funding first. ‘You cannot force the people to do the impossible Mr. Commissioner!’ said UIPI’s 
president. Yet, surely binding targets are exactly what is needed in order to make member states legally 
responsible for providing the appropriate framework – technical assistance and finance etc – in order to meet 
the target! 
 

Commissioner for Energy Günther Oettinger talks to the International 
Union of Property Owners (UIPI) about energy efficient buildings, 
reassuring them that "bans", are not, in his view, the way forward, 

"market-based measures" are. 
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There were various obstacles raised to renovation, not least the immense financial burdens – especially when 
property owners are told they need to take a holistic approach – not just the roof, but the walls, windows, 
boiler etc – they get cold feet. Given that many owners are in their 60s and 70s, there is little incentive to 
make investments that have 30 year returns. A step-by-step approach (albeit with a master plan) should be 
promoted rather than shouting about radical ‘deep renovation’. Rapid changes in legislation make owners 
uncertain, and lose sight of what they should do. There was strong agreement with Oettinger that a voluntary, 
incentive based approach is the right approach. 
 
Landlords are already swamped with obligations/regulations, energy savings are just the last on a long list, and 
they are inundated by conflicting information, from different companies, about how best to do make energy 
savings. A survey in Belgium reportedly found that 70% of property owners, if continuously forced to carry out 
works/meet regulations, would stop renting their properties out, especially elderly landlords, which would 
have a dire impact on the housing crisis. But it was also found that the biggest incentives to renovate would be 
financial (75%), administrative simplification (60%), information on the financial and technical incentives (45%) 
– with sharing costs with tenants coming in considerable lower at 37%. Greece reported a great frustration with 
absurdly excessive red-tape to go through in order to qualify for local financial incentives.  
 
With respect to the split-incentive, various solutions 
attempted by different member states to resolve the 
landlord-tenant dilemma were presented. France 
passed legislation enabling landlords to ask tenants to 
share the savings from their energy bill with them (no 
more than 50% of savings), following energy 
retrofitting. The tenant can decline (and then it is up 
to the landlord if they wish to continue). Agreements 
are for a maximum of 15 years, and may be passed 
from one tenant to another (although landlords must 
renegotiate with the next tenant). How to evaluate the 
savings has been problematic, being either based on 
theoretical calculations or some kind of flat rate 
related to the number of rooms. The energy savings 
agreements are made separately and governed by 
different rules to rent – but they’re based on current 
energy prices, complex calculations and they cannot accommodate district shared heating like combined heat 
and power (CHP).  
 
The UK Green Deal was also presented (see above for more details), with emphasis on the fact that the market 
does not recognize Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) which rate the energy efficiency of a home. In other 
words, a higher EPC rating doesn’t generate higher rent – which means landlords – who are after all business 
people – don’t see the benefit of investing in retrofitting. With the upfront investment for the refurbishment 
coming from a Green Deal supplier (a private company), to be paid back by the tenant from energy bill savings, 
this barrier is avoided – the landlord/owner doesn’t pay a thing. The problem then is that the tenant is paying 
to improve the landlords property. The Golden Rule (payments cannot be higher than if the Green Deal had not 
taken place) is supposed to solve this problem. Practical obstacles were stated as being laws on historic 
buildings, consent from all parties, fuel poverty (for homes where fuel bills are very low because the occupants 
cannot afford to heat them properly, there would not be any savings, and therefore would break the Golden 
Rule – yet these are the households that need it most) and the concern that if the market does not recognise 
EPCs, it might penalize properties with Green Deal loan repayments attached to them. 
 
Another Commission spokesperson talked about the split incentive noting that the Energy Efficiency Plan 
released in March 2011 will be followed up by legislative proposals in June 2011, including proposals planned to 
address the split-incentive, whilst recognising national property laws and that there is no-one-size-fits all 
answer for EU member states. Rather, proposals will oblige member states to address problems at national 
level and remove existing legal/practical/administrative barriers, as well as encourage exchange of best 
practice. The split incentive is multi-faceted, not just landlord/tenant, but project developer/user, and in 
multiple-owner buildings. The point (until this point, severely lacking) was made that the transfer of 
investment costs to (sometimes poor – and usually poorer than the landlord) tenants is ‘politically sensitive’. 
And right at the end, a tiny note was added noting the importance of user behaviour. 

The European Commission’s Charlemagne building, Brussels. 
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The Q&A raised some salient points, about the differing contexts of rents – in France, rents are dropping, so 
unless energy savings investments are separate from rents, they wouldn’t happen, whereas in the UK, rents are 
high, tenants can’t afford extra top-ups. It was also pointed out that stating that the market doesn’t recognize 
energy efficiency improvements is; 
 

• an incomplete picture i.e. the market does not respond yet – as energy prices increase, the market 
will respond, and moreover, energy efficiency renovation improves the fabric of the building, 
preventing it from falling into disrepair – for both reasons buildings without energy efficiency plans 
will depreciate in value over time, and; 

• a disputed  picture - studies in the Netherlands show higher prices (3%) and shorter selling times (102 
days on the market as opposed to 130 days) for EPC rated properties. 

 
Several commentators remarked that the Commission needs to listen to tenants voices too, and a 
representative of CECODHAS (the European federation of public, cooperative and social housing) helped 
balance the voices by reminding attendees that the so-called split incentive is a 3-way split – tenant, landlord 
and regulator/government. We must not forget the role that energy savings obligations on utilities must play. 
In the EU-15, where houses are not so very inefficient, it is implausible that energy savings can pay back the 

large investment costs 
needed for a deep retrofit 
(which is the only kind that 
can safeguard serious energy 
savings!) Work must be done 
to increase the funding pot of 
public money to help pay for 
renovation.  
UIPI concluded the event 
with the statement that 
owners should renovate, that 
if they do not they will be 
lagging behind the direction 

the market is going, but that they will do it in a slowly growing way. It is possible to convince them to 
accelerate to meet the EU’s 20% energy savings objective if there are the right financial incentives, more 
grants, less long/complex processes, permits and inspections, reduction in VAT for energy efficiency work and 
materials, and if they are supported by organizations they can trust, with information, advice and funding, as 
well as if solutions to the split incentive (agreed to be rightly conceived of as a trilemma not a dilemma). 
However, the target should not be binding, because that would ‘create resentment toward renovation, and 
even to renting out at all’. That very last comment, it must be said, was extremely reminiscent of the kind of 
common scaremongering tactic used by interest group lobbyists. 

What stuck in my mind: Throughout the event the thought kept resurfacing in my mind that by and large it is 
tenants who are poorer than landlords. Of course, most landlords are not wealthy fat cats squeezing their 
tenants for every last cent. But, it is unhelpful and unfair not to differentiate between types of landlord – 
small, not especially well off landlords, like many over-60s letting 1 or 2 flats (this was the example that kept 
being repeated when talking about property owners rights) and the large, corporate landlords, who let 
hundreds of properties. Where the latter’s profits are large, it should not be the tenants who pay for 
improvements to the landlords properties (even though they will make energy savings). Differentiation 
between types of landlord should be reflected in differential legislation.  

 
Thursday 14th 
 
“The road to a sustainable EU: What priorities for climate policy?” 

 
Summary: This European Policy Centre Briefing with Jos Delbeke, Director-General for Climate Action, 
European Commission, focused, rather distressingly, on decarbonising fossil fuels and the Emissions Trading 
Scheme (ETS) as priorities for EU climate policy – two things I would rather not put my faith in.  

The debate gets heated, but some voices are louder than others. 
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Delbeke talked about how the EU’s goal of 80-95% CO2 reductions by 2050, given the continued envisaged role 
for fossil fuels (as well as renewables and nuclear), must be about the de-carbonisation of fossil-fuels, in 
particular, Carbon Capture and Storage (CSS). Technology is vital! As is reorganizing sectors toward higher 
energy efficiency, particularly in buildings and transport, which will require huge investment – approximately 
€300 billion per year. There is a clear role for the private sector, but it must be leveraged by public money – 
which has implications for EU budget spending in the next Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF). There is a 
clear rationale for allocating money to energy efficiency and decarbonisation, as the investment will create 
new jobs, new technology which can be exported, and make Europe less vulnerable on the energy side. The 
Commission estimates that the payback in reduced energy imports will at least equal the investment costs. 

 
Fukushima has changed the debate 
somewhat, as it remains to be seen 
how the dust will settle on the nuclear 
energy debate in Europe. The expected 
increase reliance of transport on 
electricity will increase the role of the 
power sector, and nuclear was 
expected to help meet this demand. 
Without it, we can still decarbonise, 
but the costs will be higher. 
 
International agenda – preparation for 
Durban underway, but nowhere near 
ready to agree on defined roles for the 
emerging economies, along with the 
unwillingness of some of the advanced 
economies – Russia, Japan, perhaps 
Canada and Australia – to remain in 
Kyoto. Europe will continue to 
campaign for a single legal agreement, 
but a continuation of Kyoto is by no 
means certain. 
 
ETS – following serious security 
breaches – organized hackers – there 

has bee a loss of money, but there has not been a loss of the ‘environmental integrity of the system’. Because 
emissions dropped during the recession, there has been a glut of allowances, with companies ‘saving them for 
later’. The Commission is considering whether to take surplus allowances out of the system – planned in 
advance to be done slowly and predictably so as not to hurt the market – as more scarcity is needed to create a 
higher carbon price and thereby creating an incentive for low-carbon investment – that is the logic of the 
system. Following Merkel’s nuclear backtrack, the carbon price went up 2-3 Euros – the ETS is a market 
instrument, that’s what it is designed to do - ‘we must let the markets run, supply and demand’. 
 
 
What stuck in my mind: During the Q&A, the concern was raised that the EU’s 20% CO2 reduction by 2020 is 
extremely unambitious, given that we’ve already nearly met it (we’re between 16-18%). Delbeke reminded the 
audience that this was a result of the recession, and that as we recover, so industry says, we’ll need to emit 
more. This is especially that case regarding Europe’s competitive edge in energy intensive products, because 
the US, for example, has no such carbon-related constraints. This reference to a) emissions increasing with 
economic growth, and b) the race to the bottom in unambitious climate goals which is being pulled along, 
horse by cart, by the indomitable neo-liberal logic of ‘competitive advantage’, reminded me of the inability of 
our political class to really recognize that the biggest competitive disadvantage for our species is changing the 
climatic preconditions for our existence and flourishing.  

 
 
 

Rachel Tansey, Programme Assistant  

Jos Delbecke, Director General for Climate Action in the European Commission, 

gives a Sixty Minute Briefing for the European Policy Centre. 


